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1. In late 2016 I made a complaint to PHSO. It concerned the unnecessary and avoidable de
ath of my father. The matter is still to be concluded by PHSO.
2. Because of the lack of competence of staff the initial complaint was not investigated prop
erly (indeed I submit my precise complaint was never investigated at all) as has been pate
ntly shown by the fresh evidence presently before the PHSOs legal team.
3. I regret to say that it is all too apparent that the overall level of skill of the staff employed
by PHSO is sorely lacking.
4. My own case has been handled by several Head's of the Review and Feedback Team and
regrettably these too have also shown a woeful lack of care and attention to detail.
5. Additionally, there have also been data breaches involving the unlawful erasure of eviden
ce prior to the conclusion of the Review process and which the PHSO has chose not to re
port to the ICO.
6. I have made these and other extremely serious lapses known personally to Rob Berhens
who has written to me making a number of admissions.
7. The overall calibre of the staff actively involved in the investigation of complaints broug
ht to PHSO needs to be reviewed without delay because, unfortunately, I am very doubtf
ul that my experience of the widespread incompetence over the past 5 years is an excepti
on.
8. Perhaps these deficiencies are due to staff shortage or pressure of work ? The Committ
ee will no doubt consider this possibility too in its forthcoming interview with Rob Berhe
ns.
9. The Committee is fully aware of the important role the PHSO has to play. However it is i
ncumbent upon the Committee to ensure that appropriate action is taken immediately so t
he public can have the confidence in the PHSO that they rightfully expect.
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